Proposal for addition of lateral facing carrycot icon to the module labelling options.
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18 oktober 2016
Current R129-01

• Current R129-01 depicts following label to be placed on a module

Module "name of the module"
40cm – 70cm / ≤ 24kg

R129 - 022439
"brand name", "model name"

• This module label must use one of the following symbols:

As chosen by the ECRS manufacturer, one of the following symbols must be used on the Module label.
Lateral Facing Carrycots & Combination seats

• Lateral Facing carrycots could also be installed on an ISOFIX base
  ❑ Propose to depict a symbol showing a LF carrycot

• Seats exist that combine a rearward and forward facing mode. It could lead to misunderstanding if only one of these modes is depicted on the module label (regardless of the question which one should be choosen? )
  ❑ Propose to allow more then one symbol on the module label
Proposal

old:

As chosen by the ECRS manufacturer, one of the following symbols must be used on the Module label

new:

By choice of the ECRS manufacturer, one or more of the following symbols must be used on the module label
Comments?